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1.1. Introduction 
The group M is said to be cancellable in direct products if the statement 
G=MxC=NxD MzN (1.1) 
always implies C NN D. The classical theorem of Remak 1161 states that 
every finite group G, G # 1 can be expressed as a direct product of non 
trivial directly indecomposable groups in essentially one way. That is, in 
any two such decompositions, there is a one to one correspondence 
between the terms in each decomposition with corresponding terms 
isomorphic. Consequently cancellation in finite groups G is a trivial matter. 
A natural question is that of determining conditions to guarantee the can- 
cellability of a group M. Over the last few decades various authors have 
considered this problem. A brief browsing through [4 J, for example, 
reveals concern for these questions in abelian groups. Related studies have 
been made on refinements of direct decompositions and attempts to obtain 
certain invariants. A partial listing (by no means complete) of these works 
is included in the reference of [lo]. These results are too numerous to 
elaborate on in this introduction. However, perhaps one can get some 
inkling of the inherent difficulties by considering the following sample 
results: 
(a) The number of non trivial directly indecomposable groups in a 
direct decomposition of a finitely generated nilpotent group is not an 
invariant of the group [2]. 
(b) There exists a finitely generated group L, L # 1, L z L x L 
[12, 131. 
(c) There exists a finitely generated group L with L z L x F, F # 1, F 
finitely presented [l 11. 
(d) The infinite cyclic group J may not be cancelled even in finitely 
generated groups G [ 17,6]. 
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We have discovered in recent years [7-91 various groups M for which 
the statement (1.1) always implies 
JxCzJxD. (1.2) 
This leads to the following: 
DEFINITION. The group M is said to be J replaceable if (1.1) always 
implies (1.2). 
The results (a), (b), (c), and (d) above indicate one cannot go very far 
with finitely generated groups in studying cancellation. However, J 
replaceability seems to be a more suitable concept for study. The purpose 
of this paper is to extend our knowledge of J replacement. An ultimate goal 
might be a characterization of finitely generated or finitely presented J
replaceable groups. In order to indicate what progress we have made 
towards this goal it will be helpful at this point to introduce some ter- 
minology. 
1.2. Terminology 
A group G is called semi-hopfian if G z G x K always implies K= 1. If a 
group G fails to be semi-hopfian we will say G is terrible for G is not J 
replaceable and it would be terrible to consider G in matters concerning J
replaceability. Suppose G is a group and we have a sequence of direct 
decompositions of G of the form 
G=G,xG,x ... xG,xF,,, Fn=Gn+,xE;,+l, nB1. (1.3) 
If ultimately all of the G; must be 1, we say G satisfies the minimal con- 
dition on direct factors (M.C.O.D.). This is equivalent to the condition that 
every set of direct factors of G contains a minimal member. If G is an 
abelian group such that every subgroup of G obeys the M.C.O.D. we will 
say that G is tolerable. This is equivalent to the condition that G has no 
subgroup which is a direct product of an infinite number of non trivial 
cyclic groups. We observe that there exists finitely generated residually 
finite groups which do not satisfy the M.C.O.D. [14]. Note that if G is 
terrible, there exists K# 1 and a sequence of decompositions (1.3) with 
Gj z K for all i 2 1. Also if G/G’ is finitely generated then ultimately the G, 
in (1.3) must be perfect. In studying J replaceability it will be desirable for 
us to consider a condition somewhat analogous to the M.C.O.D. but a 
little bit weaker. In (1.3) if whenever each G,, , is isomorphic to a direct 
factor of G, we must have ultimately Gi = 1 we say that G satisfies the weak 
minimal condition on direct factors (W.M.C.O.D.). In particular, if a group 
G satisfies the W.M.C.O.D. there is no sequence of decompositions (1.3) 
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such that all the G,, i > 1 are isomorphic to a fixed group K, K # 1. A 
group with the W.M.C.O.D. is semi-hopfian. On the other hand, if G does 
not satisfy the W.M.C.O.D. and if in (1.3) G, # 1 for all n and G,, , is 
isomorphic to a direct factor of G, then one sees that G has a direct factor 
isomorphic to the direct product of n copies of G, for all n. The 
automorphism group of G certainly contains all finite groups and much 
more. While at first glance the W.M.C.O.D. may seen a bit awkward, we 
will show in the sequel that it arises quite naturally. Furthermore, it is 
fairly simple matter to show that the groups of [14] mentioned above 
satisfy the W.M.C.O.D. but not the M.C.O.D. so that in studying finitely 
generated groups with the W.M.C.O.D. we are studying a truly wider class 
than those with the M.C.O.D. 
1.3. Some Results and Remarks 
In this section we state some of the major results in this paper and a few 
relevant remarks. 
The group A4 is J replaceable if any of the following conditions holds: 
(a) M/M’ is finitely generated, Z(M) is tolerable, and M obeys the 
W.M.C.O.D. (Theorem 3.2). 
(b) M/M’ is finitely generated and M/Z(M) obeys the M.C.O.D. 
(Theorem 3.4). 
(c) M’/M’ is finitely generated, Z(M) is tolerable, and M has no 
terrible quotient (Theorem 4.2). 
(d) M is a finitely generated residually solvable group (Corollary 3, 
Theorem 3.4). 
One of the major efforts of the paper is the proof of (a). In this case we 
are able to reduce the study of (1.1) to the situation where C is perfect and 
centerless (Theorem 2.4). Our result (b) allows Z(M) to be untolerable. 
However, we pay for this in that the hypothesis here implies that M obeys 
the M.C.O.D. The result (c) gives a measure of how things can go wrong. 
J replaceability and semi-hopficity are intimately connected. The result 
(d) gives a special class of groups for which J replacement is applicable. 
We would like to point out here that the class of finitely generated solvable 
groups is somewhat slippery. For example there exists a finitely generated 
solvable non-hopfian group [S] and there exists a finitely presented 
solvable group with an infinitely generated center [ 11. Finally, it is 
interesting to note that as of this writing there is no known example of a 
finitely presented group without the M.C.O.D. let alone without the 
W.M.C.O.D. 
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1.4. Some Additional Preliminary Definitions and Remarks 
We say that the group H is a prefactor of K if H is a homomorphic 
image of K and we may express K as K = H, H,, where H, and H, com- 
mute elementwise and H, z H. Note that K/Z(K) z [H,/Z(H,)] x 
[H,/Z(H,)] so that every prefector of K corresponds to a direct factor in 
K/Z(K). Also, if L is a prefactor of H and H is a prefactor of K then L is a 
prefactor of K. Note that from (1.1) 
~4% C(~CW’lC(DCWl~ N= C(MD)lDlC(CDYDl (1.4) 
so that N/N n C and M/Mn D are prefactors of N or M. The following 
easily proved results will be useful in the sequel: 
LEMMA 1.1. Zf M obeys the W.M.C.O.D. and Z(M) is tolerable any 
prefactor of M obeys the W.M.C.O.D. 
LEMMA 1.2. Zf M/M’ is finitely generated and A is a finitely generated 
abelian group then M x A has the W.M.C.O.D. if and only if M has the 
W.M.C.O.D. 
In the sequel 0 will designate an isomorphism of M onto N. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let A=Cx(M/MnD)x(N/NnC), B=Dx(M/MnD)x(N/NnC). 
Then (1.1) implies A x B [6]. An isomorphism u of A onto B is give by the 
product of the isomorphisms ~1,: 
Cx(M/MnD)x(N/NnC)& [(DxN)/(MnD)]x(N/NnC)] 
3 (D/MnD)xNx(N/NnC) 
‘1, [(DxN)/(MnD)xNnC)]xN 
--% [(CxM)/(MnDxNnC)]xN 
3 (C/NnC)x(M/MnD)xM 
-% [(Cx M)/Nn C] x (M/Mn D) 
“I, [(DxN)/NnC]x(M/MnD) 
--% Dx(N/NnC)x(M/MnD). 
GIN is induced with the aid of an isomorphism 8-l of N onto M. The 
481,115,?-7 
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definitions of the remaining do, should be clear. A careful inspection 
shows (N/N n C)‘cc = (M/M n D)’ and if (N’ n M’) 8 = N’ A M’ then 
(M/M n D)‘m = (N/Nn C)‘. From these observations we may deduce: 
THEOREM 2.1. If M/M’ is finitely generated in ( 1.1) and if 0 is an 
isomorphism of M onto N such that (N’nM’)O=N’nM’ then 
CxJzDxJ. 
Proof Set L = (M/Mn D) x (N/N n C) and note that L’cc = L’ so that 
we may J replace L/L’ in A/L’ z B/L’ [7]. 
COROLLARY. In ( 1.1) if M/M’ is finitely generated and (M/M n N) x 
Jz(N/MnN)xJthen CxJzDxJ. 
Proof: Let H = G x (w), where (w) z J. Consider the two associated 
decompositions of HI(Mn N). In these two (MIMn N) x (w) and 
(N/( M n N)) x (MI) are isomorphic and have commutator subgroups 
which intersect trivially. The result then follows from Theorem 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf C is J replaceable in ( 1.1) and M/M’ is finitely generated 
then N/M n N and DIM n D are J replaceable. If in addition C/C’ is finitely 
generated then C/C n D is J replaceable. 
Proo$ [MI(MnNxMnD)]xCz(N/MnN)x(D/MnD) so that 
the left side of the above isomorphism is the direct product of a finitely 
generated abelian group with a J replaceable group. Since finitely generated 
abelian groups are J replaceable and direct products and direct factors of J 
replaceable groups are J replaceable, N/Mn N and D/Mn D are J 
replaceable. For the last assertion, note that DID’ is finitely generated so 
thatifwedivideGby(MnN)x(MnD)x(CnD)weseeMI[(MnN)x 
(MnD)]x(C/CnD)~(N/MnN)xDI[(MnD)x(CnD)]andtheright 
hand side of the above isomorphism is the direct product of a J replaceable 
group with a finitely generated abelian group. 
In the following result we set M, = M/Mn D, N, = N/N n C, 
C,=C/NnC, and D,=D/MnD. 
THEOREM 2.2. If C is J replaceable in (1.1) then M, x D x J z 
M, x C x J. If C is J replaceable in ( 1.1) and MjM’ is finitely generated then 
N,xDxJzN,xCxJ. 
Proof: Since C is J replaceable we may write by Lemma 4 of [9] 
that M,xDxJzMxDD,xJ. Hence M,xDxJxNxD,xJ% 
[(N x D)/(Mn D)] x Jz M, x C x J. For the second assertion, divide G by 
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(Nn C) x (Mn D) and then take a direct product with C x J to obtain 
C,xM,xCxJkDD,xN,xCxJandso 
C,xM,xDxJzDD,xN,xCxJ. (2.1) 
Now we may replace M, x D x J by M x D, x J on the left side of (2.1). 
Since D, is J replaceable we may then J replace D, x J on both sides of 
the resulting isomorphism to obtain C, x M x Jz N, x C x J. Since 
C,xMz(CxM)/NnC=(DxN)/NnC=N,xD we have the second 
assertion. 
THEOREM 2.3. If G/G’ is finitelv generated in ( 1.1) and (C/C n D) x J z 
(D/CnD)xJthen CxJzDxJ. 
Proqf: Set K=(MnN)x(CnD) so that G/Kz(C’/CnD)x 
(M/MnN)z(D/CnD)x(N/MnN) or G/K=M,xC,=N,xD,, where, 
M,, CO, NO, D, are the images of C, M, D, and N, respectively, in G/K so 
that M, x J 2 N, x J. Moreover, Mb n NO = 1. If H is an infinite cycle group 
wemay write (HxM,)xC,=(HxN,,)xD,or 
M,xC,=N,xD,,M,=HxM,,N,=HxN,. (2.2) 
Now M , z N, and exactly as above M’, n N’, = 1. Now apply Theorem 2.1 
to (2.2) and then the corollary to Theorem 2.1 to obtain C x Jz D x J. 
We mention in passing that Theorem 2.1 and its corollary remain valid if 
we replace the hypothesis that MjM’ is finitely generated with the 
hypothesis that homomorphic images of M/M’ are J replaceable. The proof 
is the same. 
In the following result we will reduce the study of Eq. (1.1) to the case 
where Z(C) = Z(D) = 1 and C and D are perfect. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let M/M’ be finitely generated and let Z(M) be tolerable 
in (1.1). Suppose that C x J & D x J. Then we can find c, B isomorphic to 
centerless perfect direct factors of M and a group fi with D/i@’ finitely 
generated, Z(a) tolerable and fi x 2; z fi x b and c x J & b x J. 
ProoJ: We first treat the case where C is J replaceable. Write 
MN=MxC,=NxD,, where C, and D, are subgroups of C and D, 
respectively. By Lemma 2.1, C, is J replaceable and by the corollary to 
Theorem 2.1, C, x J & D, x J. Now by Theorem 2.2 (M/Mn Dl) x Jx 
C,z(M/MnD,)xJxD,. 
By an abuse of notation, we may write the last isomorphism as 
M,xC,=N,xD,,M,z(M/MnD,)xJzN,. (2.3) 
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Also we see by dividing both sides of (2.3) by C, n D, that (by an abuse of 
notation) we have M,xC,=N,xD,, C,nD,=l, C,~Cc,JC,nD,, 
D 2 z D, /C, n D,. Note that C,/C’, is finitely generated so that by 
Lemma 2.1, Cz is J replaceable and by Theorem 2.3 C, x J ;C: Dz x J. Now 
we set M, = M and repeat the above arguments and obtain inductively for 
i> 1 
MixC;=N,xD;, M,z(M,m ,/M;p,nDj)xJzN; (2.4) 
MixC,+,=N,xD,+,,C,+,nDi+,=l,i~l, (2.5) 
where Ci+ r z C,/Ci n Di, Di, , z Di/Cjn Di for all i, C, is replaceable, and 
C, x J & Di x J. Note that by applying (1.4) to (2.5) and then taking cen- 
ters we obtain M,Z(M,)z [M,+,/Z(M,+,)] x [Ci+,/Z(Cj+,)]. Since 
M/M’ is finitely generated this implies that ultimately Ci/Z( Cj) is perfect so 
that ultimately, 
ci=c;z(c;) and Di= D;Z(D;). (2.7) 
But from (2.5) we see that N( = C: + , x Nl n MI. Hence 
N:+, z:;+, z(M,/M,nDi+l)‘zM,!nNN( so that N:%NN:+,xC~.+r and 
N’z(C’,nN)xC;xC;x ... xC:+,xM:nN:. (2.8) 
From (2.7) we see that ultimately central subgroups of Cl are central in Ci. 
Hence from (2.8) we conclude that ultimately Z(C:) = 1 or else Z(N) would 
not be tolerable. Hence, Ci = Cl x Z(C,), ultimately. In a similar manner 
Di= D,! x Z(D,), ultimately. We claim now that ultimately C( and 0: are 
isomorphic to direct factors of N. To show this for C:, for example, set 
Ri = M, _, /A4-, n Di. If L is a perfect direct factor of C, + , we see from 
(2.5) that L is a direct factor of N,. However, N, z R, x J. Since L is per- 
fect L is isomorphic to a direct factor of R,. But again from (2.5) we see 
that R, is a prefactor of N, _ , . A centerless direct factor of a prefactor of a 
group is a direct factor of the group. Hence if L is perfect and centerless, L 
is isomorphic to a direct factor of N,-, . We may continue inductively to 
obtain L is isomorphic to a direct factor of N. It is easy to show that Z(Ni) 
is tolerable for all i. Also since C,/C’; is finitely generated any central direct 
factor of Cj is finitely generated. Since in abelian groups cancellation of 
finitely generated abelian groups is allowable [ 171 we may deduce from 2.4 
and our above remark that ultimately Z(C;) G Z(D,). Consequently we 
may define fi, c, b by fizMM,+,xZ(C,+,), ?=Ck+r, B=Dk+, for a 
sufficiently large q. 
Before proceeding to the second part of the proof it is useful to state: 
LEMMA 2.2. Zf M/M’ is finitely generated in ( 1.1) and C x J k D x J 
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then there is a group K which may he decomposed as 
K=MxE=NxF=MNwithEnF=1,andExJ&FFxJ. 
Proof As above write MN= M x C, = N x D, and take K= 
MN/(C,nD,), E=C,jC,nD,, F=D,JC,nD,. 
Now suppose we have a decomposition of the form G = R x S = R, x S, , 
R z R, , S not J replaceable and R/R’ finitely generated, Z(R) tolerable and 
S x J a& S, x J. By Lemma 2.2, we may suppose that G = R . R, and 
Sn S, = 1. Since R/R’ is finitely generated, we may choose a counter 
example of the form MxC=NxD=MN, MzN, CnD=l, where 
C x J ;t D x J, and where M is a prefactor of R and where M’ is maximal 
in A4 in the sense that if M, x C, = N, x D, = M, N,, M, z N,, 
C, n D, = 1, M, a prefactor of M and C, x J & D, x J, then M,/M:, is not 
a proper homomorphic image of M/M’. Note that from (1.4) D is a prefac- 
tor of M so that D/D’ is finitely generated and Z(D) is tolerable. Again any 
centerless direct factor of M is isomorphic to a direct factor of R so that by 
the first part of our proof, we may suppose that D is not J replaceable. 
Hence we have a decomposition of the form M, x C, = N, x D, = M, N,, 
M,zN,, C,nD,=l with C,xJ& D,xJ and M,zD. In general we 
may obtain a sequence of decompositions 
MixCi=NixD,=MiNi, CinDj= 1, M, z Ni, (2.9) 
where Cix J ;t: D,x Jand MizDDip,, i > 1. Note that by definition M, /M’, 
can not be a proper homomorphic image of M/M’. But 
M, /M; zz D/D’ z M/M’(Mn N). Hence M’ contains Mn N. Similarly M,! 
contains M, n Ni and M; = D,! x M, n N, e M: + , x Mi n Ni. Hence 
M’zMnNxM,nN,xM,nN,x ... xM,nN,xD;. (2.10) 
In the above isomorphism subgroups of Z(Mi) n Z(Ni) trace back to cen- 
tral subgroups of M so that ultimately Z(M,) n Z(Ni) = 1. Apply ( 1.4) to 
(2.9) and then divide by Z(Mj). If L,z (NiCi/Ci)/Z(NiCi/Ci) and 
Qi zz D,/Z(D,) then M,/Z(M,) z Li x Q, z L, x [M,, ,/Z(Mi+ ,)I. Hence 
ultimately L, is perfect so that ultimately N,/N,n Ci is generated by its 
center and commutator subgroups. If Z( N,/N, n Ci) = Zi/Ni n C; then 
ultimately Ni= (N,n M,) Z,. Now a simple calculation shows that 
N, n Min Zi is contained in Z( Nj) n Z(Mj) so that ultimately 
N, n M, n Zi = 1 and hence ultimately 
Ni=N,nM,xZ,, N~=(NjnMi)‘xZ:, N:=N,nM,xN,!nC, (2.11) 
and Ni n Mi is a direct factor of Ni and Mi so that by (2.9) we ultimately 
have Mj=&?x~=flxa with &?ziVmMinNi, TzCi, D%Di so that 
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-- 
if G=(MxC)/CnD we have G=li;l~E=mxF, Ex(C/CnD), -- 
Fz (D/C n D). By Theorem 2.3, E x J ;C: F x J. On the other hand, 
Z(c) = 1 and E and F are isomorphic to direct factors of N. Note that 
(2.11) implies that Ni n Mi is perfect. As in the first part of the proof it is 
easy to see that E is isomorphic to a direct factor of R so that we may take 
fi= I@, ?= E, B = F and the proof is completed. An examination of the 
construction of fi in both cases above reveals the 
COROLLARY. I@ may be obtained from M by a finite number of 
applications of the processes of taking prefactors or taking a direct product 
,iith a finitely generated abelian group. 
3. CONSEQUENCES OF SECTION 2 
In view of Theorem 2.4 we see that it is of special interest to study the 
situation when C is perfect or centerless. We shall do this in this section. 
3.1. A Basic Construction 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ExA=FxB. If E=EnFxEnB and F=FnEx 
FnA then wemay write A=AnFxA,, B=EnBxB, with A,%:,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let E x A = F x B with A centerless. Then E = En F x 
EnB. 
Proof Az(F/EnF)x(B/EnB)z[E/(EnFxEnB)]xA and the 
group in the bracket is abelian. 
We will say that the decomposition (1.1) is nice if we may write 
NzzN,xC,ZM~XD,, N,zM,, CzC,xU,, DzD,xU, for suitable 
N, , C, , D, , U, . For example, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we see that (1.1) is 
nice either if C and D are centerless of if C and D are perfect. In either of 
these cases the isomorphism N, x C, z M, x D, gives rise to another nice 
decomposition and we may proceed inductively to obtain for each k, k 3 2, 
Ck-l zCc,x Uk, D,p,zDD,x U,, N,p,zCC,xN,, Mk-IzDDk~Mk, 
M k z N,. Hence we obtain 
MzD,xD,xD,x ... xDkxMk, C~Uu1XU2X ... XUkXCk 
NEC,XC~XC,X ... xCkxNk, DzUu,xUzx ... xUkxDk. 
3.2 Some Results 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that M obeys the W.M.C.O.D. and C and D are 
perfect or suppose that C and D are centerless. Then (1.1) implies CZ D. 
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Proof. Using the notation of the previous section note if Ck + i z D, + 1 
for any k then Ck z D, and by induction, Cj z Di for i < k + 1. However, if 
M obeys the W.M.C.O.D. ultimately Ci z D, z 1 so that C z D. 
THEOREM 3.2. If M/M’ is finitely generated, Z(M) is tolerable and M 
obeqjs the W.M.C.O.D. then M is J replaceable. 
Proox Suppose the assertion is false and (1.1) is a counter example 
with C x J ;C: D x J. Apply Theorem 2.4 and construct A, (? with 
&lx ? = fix 8, fiz fi, 2; x J ;t b x J. By the corollary of Theorem 2.4 
and Lemmas 1.1, 1.2, fi obeys the W.M.C.O.D. yielding a contradiction of 
Theorem 3.1. 
If Z(M) = 1 in ( 1.1) then we may divide by C n D and with the use of 
Lemma 3.2 we may pass to a decomposition which is centerless. Con- 
sequently we may invoke Theorem 3.1 to obtain 
THEOREM 3.3. I’, Z(M) = 1 and M obeys the W.M.C.O.D. then M is 
cancellable in direct products. That is, ( 1.1) implies C z D. 
In comparison to Theorem 3.2, Theorem 3.4 which follows allows M to 
have an untolerable center. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let M/Z(M) obey the M.C.O.D.F. and let M/M’ be 
finitely generated. Then M is J replaceable. 
Proof: Suppose Cx J z& D x J in (1.1). If (N/Nn C) x Cx 
J& (N/NnC)xDxJ, let M,=M/MnD), C,=(N/NnC)xC, 
D,=(N/NnC)xD. If (N/NnC)xCxJ%(N/NnC)xDxJ, let 
M,=(N/NnC), C,zDxJ, D,- - Cx J. In either case we see with the aid 
of the isomorphism A z B of section 2 and Theorem 1 of [7] 
M,xC,zMM,xD, (3.1) 
and C, x J B D, x J and M, is isomorphic to a prefactor of M. Write (3.1) 
over as an equality and repeat the argument. Set M = M,. We obtain 
groups Mi, i 2 0 with 
MixCizNixD, (3.2) 
and CixJ& D;xJ and each M,+, is isomorphic to a prefactor of Mi. 
Without loss of generality then we may suppose that Mi+, c Mi and that 
(3.2) is an equality. Also by using (1.4) we may then write Mi = Mi + , Qi+ 1, 
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where Mi+ 1 and Qj+ , commute elementwise and where either Qi+ i r2: 
(Di/Ci n Di) or Qi+ i x (CJC, n Oi). Hence 
Hence ultimately Q,,/Z(Q,) = 1 and Qn is abehan. For ease of notation, 
suppose that Q, is abelian and say Q i z (C/C n D). Note that Q, abelian 
implies that N’ c M’. Also N x (D/C n D) z M x (C/C n D). If L z D/C n D 
then M/Z(M) 2 N/Z(N) x L/Z(L). Hence L is abelian and M’ c N’ and 
N’=M’. Hence (M/M’)xCz(N/N’)xD and JxCzJxD by J 
replacement of M/M’ contradicting our assumption. 
COROLLARY 1. Let M/Z(M) obey the M.C.O.D.F. and let the 
homomorphic images of M/M’ be J replaceable. Then M is J replaceable. 
Proof: Following the arguments we see that exactly what is needed at 
the end is that the groups M,/Mi be J replaceable. 
COROLLARY 2. Let M/M’Z(M) be finitely generated and let the 
homomorphic images of M/M’ be J replaceable. If M does not have a non 
trivial perfect normal subgroup then M is J replaceable. 
Proof: If M/Z(M) obeys the M.C.O.D.F., M is J replaceable by 
Corollary 1. If M/Z(M) does not obey then M.C.O.D.F., M/Z(M) has a 
non trivial perfect normal subgroup L/Z(M) so that L’Z( M) = L and 
L” = L’. But L’ # 1 or else L/Z(M) is trivial, so that L’ is a non trival 
perfect normal subgroup of M. 
Let N”’ and N,,, respectively designate the rth commutator subgroup 
and the rth term of the lower central series of N. Let N* = n N”‘, 
N, = n N,r)> where in each case the intersection is over all r. From 
Corollary 2 we have: 
COROLLARY 3. If M/M’ is finitely generated and M* = 1 then M is J 
replaceable. 
COROLLARY 4. If M/M’ is finitely generated then (1.1) implies 
(C/C*)xJz(D/D*)xJand(C/C,)xJz(D/D,)xJ. 
Proof. (N/N,) x (C/C,) z (M/M,) x (D/D,) and (N/N*) x (C/C*) z 
(M/M*) x (D/D*) and Corollary 3 may be applied to either decomposition. 
COROLLARY 5. In (1.1) let M/M’ be finitely generated and G x J hopfian. 
If C,=l or C*=l, then CxJzDxJ. 
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ProoJ Say C, = 1. Then by the previous corollary, Cx Jz (D/D,) x J 
so G~J~N~C~JJM~D~JJN~(D/D,)~J so that D,=l or else 
G x J is not hopfian. 
COROLLARY 6. Let M/M’ he finitely generated. Also suppose that 
M’/[ M’ n Z(M)] obey-s the M.C.O.D.F. (3.3) 
Then M is J replaceable. 
Proof Ultimately Q,/Z(Q) is perfect. But (3.3) implies that ultimately 
[Q/Z(Q)] = 1 so that ultimately Qi is abelian. If Q1 is abelian and 
Q, zC/Cn D then L/Z(L) is perfect and then (3.3) implies that L is 
abelian and we continue as usual. 
4. TERRIBLE QUOTIENTS 
A J replaceable group is obviously semi-hopfian. In this section we show 
that in certain cases if M is not J replaceable then M has a terrible 
quotient. The following two results will be useful and are easy to show: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let R/R’ be finitel-v generated. Let R = M x A, where A is 
abelian. If R has a terrible quotient then so does M. In fact if i? is a terrible 
quotient of R, &Z(R) is a terrible quotient of M. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose either that in ( 1.1) C and D are both perfect and 
centerless or that G is centerless. Then if R is any direct factor of G then 
R=MnRxCnR=NnRxDnR. 
Now let us begin with (1.1) and assume that the hypothesis of 
Lemma 4.2 holds. Note N = (M n D)0 x (M n N)B so that M n N x C = 
N,xD,, where N,=(MnN)dand D,=CnDx(MnD)0. Note D,zD. 
We have consequently replaced ( 1.1) by a like decomposition which 
satisfies the original hypothesis. We may continue this process to obtain 
inductively the decomposition Gj = M n Ni x C = Ni+ , x Di+ 1, where 
NO=N and Ni+,=(MnNi)O and Dj+,=CnDjx(MnNip,nDi)6 for 
i> 1. Note D,+, z D and we have 
MnN,=MnNi+,xLi, (4.1) 
where Li=MnNinDi+(, i > 0. Since Ni n C is a direct factor of Gi we 
may write N,nC=N,+, nCxSi, iZ0, where S,=N,nCnD,+,. If we 
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apply 8 to (4.1) we see N,+, = Ni+2 x (L,)8. However, a brief calculation 
shows that Ni+ 1 = Ni+* x Li+, x Si+ 1 so that Lj6 = Li+ , x Si+ I. Now let 
s=soxs,xs,x . ..) L=L,xL,xLzx ... 
s=s,xs,xs,x ...) E=L,xL,xL,x . . 
Note that M n N/L z M n N, /t and Nn C/S z N, n C/g. Hence 
(MnN/L)x(NnC/S)z(MnN,xN,nC)/(~xx)=N,/LO. (4.2) 
Clearly Mn N/L z N,/LO so that (4.2) says that either Nn C= S or 
Mn N/L is terrible. 
Now instead of working with the isomorphism 0 of M onto N we may 
work with the isomorphism cx = 8-I of N onto M and then carry out the 
above ideas. By symmetry the results obtained in this manner can be 
obtained from the previous results by replacing M, C, N, D, S, d by N, D, 
M, C, T, a, respectively. We then obtain Mn N x D = M, x C,, M, = 
(Mn N)a, C,=CnDx(NnC)a and Hi=NnMixD=Mi+,xCi+,, 
where MO = M and Mi+ , =(NnMi)a, Ci+l=DnCix(NnM,P,nC,)a 
and Ti=MinDnCi+,. If T= T,,x T,x T,x . ..we end up with the 
statement hat either M n D = T or M n N has a terrible quotient. Also we 
claim that Sz T. To see this first note that if C,= C, M_, = G, then 
(M,nN,nC,+,)8=M,_,nN,+, n C’, for u B 0, v 3 0. Now apply ek to 
the decomposition Mk_,nNnC,=Mk~,nN,nCkXMk_,nDD,nCk 
t0 obtain NknC=N,+,nCX(Mk_,nD,nCk)ek. Hence (M,-,i-J 
D,nCk)ek=Sk. However, (MknDnCk+,)6=Mkp,nD,nCk so that 
(T/c) 0 k+L=Sk so that TkzSs,. 
If MnD=T and NnC=S then MnDzNnC and since 
C=CnDxNnC and D=CnDxMnD we see CzD. Hence we may 
state: 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that in (1.1) we have the hypothesis of 
Lemma 4.2. Then either C z D or M has a terrible quotient. 
If M/M’ is finitely generated and Z(M) is tolerable in (1.1) but 
C x J & D x J we can apply Theorem 2.4 to conclude that fi has a terrible 
quotient. But then by the corollary to Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 4.1, M has 
a terrible quotient. Hence we have shown 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf M is a group with a tolerable center and no terrible 
quotient and MJM’ is finitely generated then M is J replaceable. 
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Comment. If instead of having M/M’ finitely generated in Theorem 3.2 
and Theorem 4.2 we had homomorphic images of M/M’ obey the 
M.C.O.D. and homomorphic images of M/M’ are J replaceable, most of 
our arguments would still be valid. The one notable exception seems to be 
in the proof of the second part of Theorem 2.4. 
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